Kinetic model for surface reconstruction
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A microscopic kinetic model for the α=β [e.g., hex=1×1 for Pt(100) and 1×2=1×1 for Pt(110)] surface reconstruction is investigated by means of the mean field approximation and Monte Carlo simulations. It considers homogeneous phase nucleation that induces small surface phase defects. These defects can grow or decline via phase border propagation in dependence on the chemical coverage by an adsorbate A (CO). An asymmetry in the adsorbate surface diffusion from one surface phase to the other gives rise to two critical coverages that determine the intervals of stability of the homogeneous α phase, the dynamically stable heterogeneous state, and the homogeneous β phase. Both surfaces show a very similar qualitative behavior regarding the phase transitions that are of second order in both cases. As a result the experimentally observed nonlinear island growth rate and the critical coverages can be explained at a quantitative level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of surface reconstruction of Pt single crystal surfaces and the lifting of this reconstruction caused by certain adsorbates such as CO or NO is well known [1–3] and the mechanism has been extensively investigated [2–4]. For reviews see Refs. [5,6]. The Pt(100) surface can undergo a phase transition from the reconstructed (hex) phase with a quasihexagonal arrangement of the surface atoms to the nonreconstructed (1×1) phase. The hex phase is more stable when the surface is adsorbate-free while the presence of CO removes the reconstruction and the surface reverts to the 1×1 phase. The Pt(110) surface shows a phase transition between the 1×2 (reconstructed) and the 1×1 (nonreconstructed) surface phases. It turns out that the basic underlying mechanisms are very similar for both surfaces [6]. Therefore it is rather surprising that previous theoretical models treat the reconstruction on the Pt(100) and Pt(110) surfaces quite separately from each other and, moreover, regard the two surfaces as being limiting cases for first- and second-order transitions [5,7,8] in the context of surface reconstruction. On the other hand, in studies on the heterogeneous catalytic CO oxidation on the Pt(100) [9] and Pt(110) [10] surfaces using the so-called mathematical modeling based on the mean field (MF) approximation, the equations that have been used for the description of the two surfaces are formally identical.

In the present paper, we will show that it is possible to describe correctly the reconstruction phenomena on both surfaces with only one model with the same elementary processes and only different parameter values for the individual kinetic transitions such as diffusion coefficients, activation energies, and so on. Therefore, we use the terms α and β phase for the reconstructed (hex) on Pt(100), 1×2 on Pt(110) and nonreconstructed surface phase [1×1 in both cases], respectively. Furthermore, our model predicts the known experimental results such as local, global and critical coverages as well as growth, and nucleation rates as a result of the model. This is a decisive improvement compared to previous models, which had to use these as parameters taken from experiment without any further justification.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will shortly discuss the most important results from experiment and previous theoretical models regarding the surface reconstruction of Pt(100) and Pt(110) in the presence of adsorbed CO. In Sec. III, our model is described in detail. In Secs. IV and V the results of the MF approximation and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, respectively, are presented and discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PREVIOUS MODELS FOR SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION: A BRIEF REVIEW

A. Critical coverages

On both the Pt(100) and the Pt(110) surface the dynamically stable coexistence of the reconstructed and nonreconstructed phases can be observed [5,6]. The adsorbate coverage determines the stability of the individual surface phases. For the Pt(110) surface the α phase is stable for CO coverages below the critical coverage of \( \Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(1)} \approx 0.2 \) [11]. For \( \Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(1)} > \Theta_{\text{CO,crit}}^{(2)} = 0.5 \) the β phase is stable. The reconstruction of the Pt(110) surface can therefore be described with two critical values of the CO coverage. For a theory of the surface reconstruction the first critical point \( \Theta_{\text{CO,crn}}^{(1)} \) is more important, because in the case of a high adsorbate coverage additional phenomena such as adsorbate-adsorbate interactions or the coverage dependence of the individual processes determine the behavior of the open system: e.g., the saturation coverage of CO on the β phase is less than one due to repulsive CO-CO interactions [2,3]. A very similar behavior has been observed for the Pt(100) surface. Again, two critical values determine the stability of the α and β phase. The second critical value is almost equal to the second one for Pt(110), i.e., for \( \Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(2)} = 0.5 \) the β phase is
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stable [2,3]. The first critical value $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)} \approx 0.05$ is much smaller [3]. This critical value seems to depend slightly on the temperature but always remains small. The onset of the nucleation has been observed for $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}} \approx 0.01$ at 387 K [12]. For 500 K the critical coverage has been determined to $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)} \approx 0.05$ [3] or $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)} \approx 0.08 \pm 0.05$ [13].

In the literature an additional critical coverage $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}} \approx 0.3$ for Pt(100) is often used in combination with the above-mentioned ones [3,6]. But this critical point has a completely different physical meaning and determines the value of the total CO coverage for which the different surface phases are energetically equivalent, i.e., the coverage of the two phases on the surface is almost equal. This should not be confounded with the real critical values mentioned above.

B. The heterogeneous state

In the interval $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)} < \Theta_{\text{CO}} < \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(2)}$, a heterogeneous state exists on both surfaces. In this heterogeneous state islands of both the $\alpha$ and the $\beta$ phase coexist on the surface, i.e., this heterogeneous state is dynamically stable. In experiment, segregation of the individual phases has not been observed and the surface structure remains statistically unchanged with a certain mean size of the phase islands. In our opinion this fact—which has been ignored in most theoretical studies to date—is of paramount importance and should be a fundamental aspect of future theories.

The mean size and the shape of the islands depends on the global CO coverage $\Theta_{\text{CO}}$. But the global coverage has no influence on the local properties of the phases. For example, during the CO-induced $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ phase transformation on Pt(100), the local CO coverage on the $\beta$ phase is high, approximately $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\beta)} \approx 0.5$, while on the remaining areas of the $\alpha$ phase the local CO coverage is low, typically less than $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)} \approx 0.03$ [14,15]. These local coverages are almost independent of the total CO coverage $\Theta_A$ [14,15] and seem to coincide with the values of the critical CO coverages, i.e., $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)} \approx \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)}$ and $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\beta)} \approx \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(2)}$.

The large ratio of the local coverages of $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)}/\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\beta)} \approx 10-20$ can be taken as an attribute of the Pt(100) surface. If we assume that the same properties hold for the Pt(110) surface we obtain a much smaller ratio of $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)}/\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\beta)} \approx 2.5$. The inhomogeneous distribution of the CO molecules can be explained with the difference in the adsorption energies for CO adsorption on the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phase [2,3,6]. This then leads to asymmetric diffusion where the rate of the CO jumps from the $\beta$ phase to the $\alpha$ phase is much smaller compared to the rate of the reverse jumps. The phase border can therefore be regarded as a sort of membrane that operates only in the physical direction, i.e., it supports diffusion from the $\alpha$ phase to the $\beta$ phase but hinders the reverse process.

C. Critical surface activity below $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)}$

It has been shown by Hopkinson et al. [14,15] in a study on the island growth dynamics in adsorbate-induced surface reconstruction that the growth rate of the $\beta$ phase strongly increases with the local CO coverages on the $\alpha$ phase $\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)}$ even for values below or at the critical point and that the surface shows a critical activity for reconstruction for $\Theta_{\text{CO}} \rightarrow \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)}$, although the $\alpha$ phase is stable for $\Theta_{\text{CO}} < \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)}$. It was stated that the growth rate $r_g$ apparently obeys a power law $r_g \propto (\Theta_{\text{CO}}^{(\alpha)})^\nu$ with an exponent of $\nu = 4.5 \pm 0.4$ with respect to the CO coverage on the $\alpha$ phase [15]. This actually means that the $\beta$ phase has to be present for $\Theta_{\text{CO}} < \Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}$, but only as microscopic nuclei that are induced on an atomic length scale and therefore are unimportant on the macroscopic length scale, which has been observed in the experiments in Refs. [14,15]. Independent of the interpretation of the experimental results the above-mentioned critical activity is an attribute of the surface reconstruction that is typical only for certain critical phenomena. Particularly, it cannot be described within the theory of first-order phase transitions.

D. The problem of the nucleation

It is an experimental fact that the surface reconstruction passes through a nucleation process as soon as a certain CO coverage is reached, i.e., the phase is not changed at once on the whole surface but rather builds small nuclei that grow until the new phase is established. Because of the experimental results about the stability of the individual surface phases mentioned above it has been assumed, though not conclusively shown, that the nucleation has to be heterogeneous [14,15], i.e., one assumes that the $\beta$ phase nuclei are only formed if the local CO coverage in a certain surface domain exceeds a threshold. In Refs. [14,15] four or five CO molecules are assumed to be involved in a concerted nucleation step. The $\alpha$ phase nucleation is then assumed to occur in small surface domains where the local CO coverage drops below a second threshold. But there are some uncertainties about the validity of this assumption. On Pt(110) the value of the critical coverage is large ($\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1) \approx 0.2}$ and fluctuations in the local CO coverage may render possible such a concerted step. Nevertheless a kinetic or statistical model is very much in demand to explain these critical coverages. On the other hand, on Pt(100) the value of the critical coverage for the nucleation of the $\beta$ phase is so small ($\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)} \approx 0.05$) and CO surface diffusion is so fast that it is almost impossible to find an aggregation of four or five CO molecules near one surface site. Therefore it is not clear how local fluctuations in an already low CO coverage shall show such a high activity. In addition, in scanning tunnel microscope studies by Ritter et al. [16] and Gritsch et al. [4] the nucleation seems to be homogeneous, because the growing $\beta$ islands were distributed randomly over a terrace without preferential growth from a monoatomic step that was imaged on the initial $\alpha$ surface.

E. First-order phase transition models

Because of the very small value of $\Theta_{\text{CO, crit}}^{(1)}$ on Pt(100) it has been assumed that the surface phase transition on Pt(100) has to be a first-order phase transition. In the theory of first-order phase transitions the coexistence of individual phases
is a general phenomenon. Independent of a specific model definition one can expect to obtain different coverages on different phases, and by using free parameters it is possible to quantitatively fit the critical coverages to experimental results. This has been studied very recently [7]. But models for a first-order phase transition in surface reconstruction encounter some difficulties.

(i) All models considering a phase transition of first order lead to a segregation of the individual phases, independently of their specific definition. Therefore a heterogeneous state is not dynamically stable but (asymptotically) transforms into two completely separated phases. This generally occurs via growth of large phase islands at the expense of smaller ones and has been confirmed in a study by Zhdanov [17]. In this study the mean size \( R \) of the larger islands follows the well-known Lifshitz-Slyozov law \( R \sim t^{1/3} \), i.e., the heterogeneous structures shown in Refs. [8,17] will not exist for longer simulation times.

(ii) Systems showing first-order phase transitions do not show any critical activities near the critical points. Therefore an explanation of the experimental results about the critical surface activity in Refs. [14,15] is impossible.

F. Methodical remarks

Statistical models are very popular because it is hoped that with the definition of the lattice variables and the corresponding Hamiltonian of the system it is possible to completely describe the surface reconstruction with all the individual processes such as nucleation, island growth, and so on. The decisive disadvantage of models with first order phase transitions is that purely statistical results obtained with the MF or other simple approximations are results for the steady state, i.e., results for a system with complete segregation. In this context information about phase distributions is of no use. The change from a complete statistical model to a model considering kinetic transitions for adsorption, desorption, and diffusion, and the change of local variables in general is an important improvement that renders possible the study of the evolution of the system.

A further disadvantage of statistical models is that certain terms get mixed: the term of a stable site in a certain state and the term of the corresponding phase, e.g., the \( \alpha \) state and the term of an \( \alpha \) phase. In the lattice model in Ref. [7] a lattice site can exist in a “stable” (\( \alpha \)) or a “metastable” (\( \beta \)) state in connection with the CO coverage on this site. But in the statistical theory the term “phase” corresponds to a specific solution of the statistical equations with a certain distribution of the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) sites and an additional CO coverage. Therefore the terms of CO on a stable \( \alpha \) site and CO on the \( \alpha \) phase are not identical. This may introduce some misunderstanding into the interpretation of the simulation results because the borders of the phases are undefined from the statistical point of view and cannot be observed. One only sees the borders between “stable” and “metastable” domains. Methodically, it would be better to define a model where the terms of the \( \alpha \) (\( \beta \)) phase and of sites in the \( \alpha \) (\( \beta \)) state are identical and can be used independently of the CO coverage.

In our opinion the consideration of energetic interactions is important for models to describe experimental results at a quantitative level. But in the context of lattice gas models for surface reactions the introduction of adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-surface interactions seems to be premature today. First one should find the simplest possible model that correctly describes the essential physical properties of the systems, which have been experimentally investigated. Such a model should be available in the near future because the number of studies on surface reactions based on lattice gas models is strongly increasing [7,18–24]. Then, in a second step one can gradually increase the number of elementary processes and/or free parameters of the model. Today, the consideration of energetic interactions has mainly two consequences.

(i) The computing power that is needed for the simulation increases drastically. This limits the models to small lattices and rather short simulation times.

(ii) The second consequence is much more important. The energetic interactions on the surface are practically unknown because experiments mix a lot of processes and can only give macroscopic results. On the other hand, theoretical models based on \textit{ab initio} methods are limited to rather small systems that cannot cover the complex microscopic picture yet. Therefore today the introduction of energetic interactions into lattice models leads to a large number of free parameters, which render possible the fitting to experimental results but may hide the real physics and therefore may lead to a partly wrong picture.

III. THE MODEL

A. General aspects

The basic model has been introduced and described in detail elsewhere [18–20], where it has been studied as a standard model for the oscillating CO oxidation on the Pt(100) and the Pt(110) surfaces. In this model the CO diffusion process has been regarded independent of the surface phase. Here we consider the closed CO/Pt(100) and CO/Pt(110) systems, i.e., we consider Pt single crystal surfaces with a constant CO coverage and ignore CO adsorption and CO desorption. This is feasible because the consideration of CO adsorption and desorption on the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) phase would lead to only very small fluctuations and quantitative changes in the CO coverage but would introduce four additional free parameters. The modeling of the CO diffusion process depends on the surface phase as will be shown below. In addition the model considers homogeneous surface phase nucleation and island growth via phase border propagation. Our model is defined kinetically instead of statistically. This Markovian-type model is completely defined via its state variables and the transitions that can occur. These transitions are connected with corresponding kinetic rates that define the time scale. The kinetic MC computer simulations are based on the pair algorithm that is explained in details in Ref. [25].

B. Lattice states

The homogeneous \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) surface phases correspond to the regular arrangements of the substrate atoms of the recon-
structured and nonreconstructed surface, respectively. The phases correspond to local minima of the configuration energy and therefore should be stable against certain fluctuations (e.g., thermal oscillations). The stability of the phases depends on the adsorbate coverage. Therefore we consider both phases as metastable. Regarding the lattice states our kinetic model in principal is very similar to statistical models \[7\]. Each lattice site exists in the \(\alpha\) or \(\beta\) state, respectively. In addition the sites can be covered with \(A\) (i.e., CO) or can be vacant \((0)\). Therefore the state of a lattice site can be given by \(X'\) with \(X = 0, A\) and \(\chi = \alpha, \beta\).

In our MC simulations, we exclusively use the regular square lattice with the coordination number \(z = 4\) to model the surface of the catalyst, although the reconstructed phases on the real catalysts \((\text{hex} \text{ and } 1 \times 2)\) have a different geometry (triangular and the so-called “missing row” geometry). In our model only the different physical but not geometrical properties of the phases are considered because it is impossible to give a local geometric specification of the phase. The geometry plays only a minor role and leads only to small quantitative changes. This is known \(a\) from experimental investigations, \(e.g.,\) the completely different behavior of the NO dissociation on Pt\((111)\) and Rh\((111)\), although both surface have almost identical geometries], \(b\) from an investigation of the Ziff, Gulani, Barshad (ZGB) model \[26\] by Meakin and Scalapino \[27\], and \(c\) from our own studies of the present and related models that we implemented on the square and triangular lattice \[21\]. In our simulations these lattices lead to similar results even at a quantitative level. The results of a model with changes in the local surface geometry should lie in between the results as an interpolation of the two regular lattices.

In addition, we set the lattice constant \(a = 1\) in order to be able to compare the individual processes besides leading to simpler expressions.

C. Kinetic rates

The term metastability simply means that in addition to the thermal oscillations there exists an additional cooperative process that is connected with mass transport. This process is the formation of an \(\alpha\) defect in an otherwise homogeneous \(\beta\) phase (or vice versa). This defect is a primary nucleus and arises from a rare fluctuation but can grow to a new mesoscopic phase under certain conditions, because the further development of these nuclei strongly depends on the local chemical coverage at the moment of nucleation. We model this process as a spontaneous nucleation \((\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) or \(\beta \rightarrow \alpha\)) completely independent of the phase and the coverage of the nearest-neighbor (NN) sites and independent of the coverage of the site itself. This is in clear contrast to previous theoretical models where heterogeneous nucleation is dependent on the coverage been used. We will show that our homogeneous nucleation process leads to primary phase defects in an otherwise homogeneous phase. These defects grow or vanish depending on the local coverage. Therefore the homogeneous nucleation in combination with the phase border propagation can appear to be heterogeneous. Because the nucleation is a very rare process we connect this step with a very small transition rate \(\gamma\). The homogeneous nucleation is the origin of a dynamically stable heterogeneous state (see below). The advantage of a small nucleation rate is that we can use a heterogeneous state as our initial condition in order to neglect the nucleation process in a first approximation. After the investigation of our model without nucleation we will return to this process and study its influence on the system.

In our present model we assume the phase gradient (phase border) to be the basic reason for the temporal evolution of the heterogeneous state. The phase gradient as an inhomogeneity increases the configurational energy of the system compared to a system with a globally homogeneous phase. Therefore the system will try to reach such a homogeneous surface phase whose type depends on the chemical coverage. In contrast to previous models (see Ref. \[19\] for a detailed discussion) we assume that the coverage is only important directly at the phase border, i.e., only the very local coverage has an influence on the growth and decline of the phase islands. This growth and decline is modeled as a phase border propagation. Consider two NN sites with the phase states \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). The transition \(\alpha\beta \rightarrow \beta\alpha\) (\(\alpha\beta \rightarrow \alpha\alpha\)) occurs if at least one (none) of the two sites is covered with \(A\). The corresponding transition rate for both transitions is given by \(V/\zeta\).

Actually, the results for the reconstruction given below are independent of \(\zeta\) and we choose this transition rate in order to eliminate the factor \(\zeta\) in the equations. MC simulations \[28\] have shown that the maximum of the phase island growth rate is \(v_{\text{max}} = 0.59V\) (or \(v_{\text{max}} = 0.59aV\) for \(a = 1\)) for a \(\beta\) nucleus in a homogeneous \(\alpha\) phase completely covered with \(A\) or an \(\alpha\) nucleus in a homogeneous \(\beta\) phase with no chemical coverage.

This phase border propagation differs from the previous models where a mean chemical coverage is assumed to have an influence on the phase of an arbitrarily chosen mesoscopic lattice domain. This assumption has the disadvantage that a simple and compact formulation of the elementary processes is not possible. In our model only the \(A\) particles (CO) directly at the phase border influence the phase state of the system. This might appear to be paradoxical at first sight, especially in the context of the critical coverages mentioned above. But we will show that this model is able to explain the observed phenomena, and, even more important is to connect the individual experimental facts such as critical coverages \[2,3\] and the island growth kinetics \[14,15\].

It is a known fact that surface diffusion is very fast compared to other surface processes even at ambient temperatures. The surface reconstruction should be independent of the values of the diffusion rate and only the statistics of the presence of CO at the phase borders should be important for the reconstruction. These statistics are not defined by the absolute value of the diffusion rate but by its symmetry regarding the diffusion from one phase to the other. In the simplified model for the oscillating CO+O\(_2\) reaction \[19\], we defined the diffusion of \(A\) simply by the process \(A\chi 0^{x'} \rightarrow 0^y A^x\) with rate \(D\) completely independent of the phase states \(\chi, \chi' = \alpha, \beta\) of the involved surface sites. Note that by using the general units \(D = a^{-2}D/z\) is the diffusion constant for \(A\) diffusion, i.e., \(D\) corresponds to the frequency factor of
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the diffusion. In the present study, we extend the modeling of the diffusion process in agreement with experiment. It is known that the CO diffusion from the $\beta$ to the $\alpha$ phase is strongly hindered because of the higher adsorption energy of CO on the $\beta$ phase \cite{14,15}, i.e., the phase border corresponds to a sort of membrane \cite{28,29} that introduces a strong asymmetry into the diffusion process from one phase to the other. This effect does not occur for diffusion on homogeneous phases. Therefore we can choose $D_{\alpha\beta}=D_{\beta\alpha}$ and $D_{\beta\alpha}$ for the diffusion $A^{\alpha}X^{\beta}\rightarrow A^{\beta}X^{\alpha}$ with $X,X'=\alpha,\beta$. For very fast diffusion ($D_{X'}\rightarrow\infty$) the values of $D_{\alpha\alpha}$ and $D_{\beta\beta}$ are not so important because only the asymmetry $D_{\alpha\beta}+D_{\beta\alpha}$ determines the distribution of $A$ on the individual phases and more important also at the phase borders. This then determines the phase border propagation. Furthermore, we will show that this asymmetry also determines the type of the phase transition of the surface reconstruction. In order to keep the number of free parameter as low as possible we set $D_{\alpha\alpha}=D_{\beta\beta}=D$ in our simulation. For the diffusion at the phase border, we use $D_{\alpha\beta}=D(1+\kappa)$ and $D_{\beta\alpha}=D(1-\kappa)$ with

$$\kappa=\frac{D_{\alpha\beta}-D_{\beta\alpha}}{D_{\alpha\beta}+D_{\beta\alpha}}$$

(1)

as a dimensionless parameter for the diffusion asymmetry. In the physically relevant interval $\kappa\in(0,1)$ the jump of $A$ particles from the $\alpha$ to the $\beta$ phase is preferred, although the investigation of the interval $\kappa\in(-1,0)$ is also possible from the mathematical point of view. If we assume that the different diffusion processes have the same frequency factors and only different activation energies, we get

$$\kappa=\tanh\left(\frac{\Delta E}{2k_BT}\right),$$

(2)

where $\Delta E$ and $k_B$ are the difference in the activation energy and the Boltzmann’s constant, respectively. This renders possible the investigation of the influence of the temperature $T$.

In our present simulation we use the regular square lattice with side length $L=256$ as a model of the catalytic surface and the following parameter values as standard values. Because the time scale can be arbitrarily chosen we set $V=1$. A fast diffusion means $D\gg V$ with the limit $D\rightarrow\infty$, but it has been shown \cite{30} that already for values $V/D\sim 10^{-2}$ saturation phenomena occur. Therefore we can choose $D=100$ as our standard value for the diffusion rate. The weak nucleation as a very rare process means $\gamma/V\ll 1$. In order to get statistically robust results we use $\gamma=10^{-3}$. Smaller values lead to almost the same mean values of the results presented below but give rise to much larger fluctuations.

**IV. MEAN FIELD ANALYSIS**

**A. Chemical and phase coverages**

Let $C_X^\chi$ be the probability to find a lattice site in state $X$. This corresponds to the macroscopic density or concentration. Then the following sum rules hold:

$$\sum_X C_X^\chi=1,$$

$$\sum_X C_X^\chi=\Theta_X,$$

$$\sum_X C_X^\chi=\Theta_X,$$

where $\Theta_a=1-\Theta_\beta$ are the phase densities and $\Theta_A+\Theta_0=1$ are the macroscopic surface coverages of sites covered with $A$ or vacant sites, respectively. We consider a closed system with $\Theta_A$ constant (see above). The introduction of two variables $\theta$ and $\psi$ with $\theta=\Theta_\beta$ and $C_0^\beta=\Theta_A\psi$ simplifies the analysis in the framework of the MF approximation. The other probabilities are now given by $C_a^a=\Theta_A(1-\psi)$, $C_0^\beta=\theta-\Theta_A\psi$, and $C_0^\alpha=(1-\theta)-\Theta_A(1-\psi)$. The equation for the surface phase coverages contains only the nucleation $\gamma$ and the phase border propagation $V$ and can now easily be given in the MF approximation:

$$\frac{d\Theta_\beta}{dt}=\gamma(\Theta_a-\Theta_\beta)+V[C_a^aC_\beta^\beta+C_a^\alpha C_\beta^\beta+C_0^a C_\beta^\beta-C_0^\beta C_0^\gamma]$$

(3)

or

$$\frac{d\theta}{dt}=\gamma(1-2\theta)+V[2\Theta_A(\theta+\psi-2\theta\psi)-2\Theta_A^2\psi(1-\psi)-\theta(1-\theta)].$$

(4)

Considering an infinitely fast diffusion in the adiabatic approximation we get only an algebraic equation instead of a second differential equation because in the dynamical steady state the number of $A$ particles diffusing from the $\alpha$ to the $\beta$ phase is equal to the number of $A$ particles that diffuse in the reverse direction:

$$D_{\alpha\beta}C_a^aC_\beta^\beta-D_{\beta\alpha}C_a^\alpha C_\beta^\beta.$$  

(5)

It can clearly be seen that in the context of the MF approximation no information can be obtained for diffusion jumps on one surface phase. Introducing the variables $\theta$ and $\psi$ in Eq. (5), we get

$$\theta=\psi\frac{(1-\kappa)+2\kappa\Theta_A(1-\psi)}{(1+\kappa)-2\kappa\psi}.$$  

(6)

The combination of the macroscopic densities for both the phase and the coverage can give information about the mean coverages on the individual surface phases, e.g., $\Theta_A^{(\chi)}=C_X^\chi/\Theta_X$ is the mean $A$ density on the $\chi$ phase. This leads to

$$\Theta_A^{(\beta)}=\Theta_A\frac{\psi}{\theta} \quad \text{and} \quad \Theta_A^{(\alpha)}=\Theta_A\frac{1-\psi}{1-\theta}.$$  

Without the diffusion asymmetry at the phase border ($\kappa=0$) $\theta=\psi$ holds and there is no correlation between the
phase and the chemical coverage and we get \( \Theta_A^{(\alpha)} = \Theta_A^{(\beta)} = \Theta_A \), i.e., the mean local A coverages on the individual surface phases are given by the global A coverage. For \( \kappa > 0 \) a correlation exists and \( \Theta_A^{(\alpha)} \neq \Theta_A^{(\beta)} \) holds.

**B. Phase border propagation without nucleation**

Let us first assume that the nucleation process has created a heterogeneous phase distribution. We can now neglect the nucleation \(( \gamma = 0 \) and investigate the stability of this heterogeneous state. In the simplest case with \( \kappa = 0 \) and \( \theta = \psi \),

\[
\frac{d\theta}{dT} = V[1 - 2(1 - \Theta_A^2)]\theta(1 - \theta) \tag{7}
\]

follows from Eq. (4). In this case one single critical density of A exists. For \( \Theta_A < \Theta_{A,\text{crit}} \) with \( \Theta_{A,\text{crit}} = 1 - (1/\sqrt{2}) \approx 0.293 \) the \( \alpha \) phase is stable, whereas for \( \Theta_A > \Theta_{A,\text{crit}} \) the \( \beta \) phase is stable.

For \( \kappa \neq 0 \) with \( \gamma = 0 \) in Eqs. (4) and (6) this single critical coverage splits up into two critical coverages

\[
\Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) = \frac{1 - \kappa}{2 - \kappa + \sqrt{2 - \kappa^2}} \tag{8}
\]

and

\[
\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) = \frac{1 + \kappa}{2 + \kappa + \sqrt{2 - \kappa^2}} \tag{9}
\]

with the very simple relation \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) = \Theta_A^{(2)}(-\kappa) \). The homogeneous \( \alpha \) phase is stable for \( \Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \), where \( \theta = \psi = 0 \) holds. The homogeneous \( \beta \) phase is stable for \( \Theta_A > \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \) with \( \theta = \psi = 1 \). Between these critical points with \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) < \Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \) a heterogeneous state exists with

\[
\theta = \Theta_A = \frac{\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) - \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)}{\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) - \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)} \tag{10}
\]

and with constant A coverages on the individual phases independent of the total A coverage, i.e., in this heterogeneous state only the phase coverages vary. The A coverages on the individual phases are given by the critical values

\[
\Theta_A^{(\alpha)} = \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \quad \text{and} \quad \Theta_A^{(\beta)} = \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa). \tag{11}
\]

Very surprisingly the solution for the heterogeneous state given by Eq. (10) has the same structure as the well-known Maxwell rule in the theory of first-order phase transitions, i.e., our system has the properties of a system showing a first-order phase transition although it actually does not show a first-order phase transition (see Table 1).

The dependence on \( \kappa \) can be easily investigated. For \( \kappa \rightarrow 1 \) we get \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \rightarrow 0 \) and \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \rightarrow 0.5 \). This enables us to fit our model to experimental data and to estimate the difference in the activation energy for the diffusion between the \( \alpha \) and the \( \beta \) phase using Eq. (2). Because the experimental critical values for CO/Pt(100) have been obtained with large errors we simply assume different critical A coverages at 400 K, which are of the same order as the experimental data [12–15]. These are used in Eq. (8) in order to obtain the value of \( \kappa \) for 400 K, which in turn gives the difference in the activation energy \( \Delta E \) by using Eq. (2). The same equation is then solved for \( T = 500 \) K and leads to the values of \( \kappa \) and \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \) [Eq. (8)]. As can be seen in Table I our model predicts slightly higher values of the critical coverage for 500 K, which are in good agreement with experiment, whereas the second critical value remains almost constant at \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \approx 0.48 \), which also agrees with \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \approx 0.5 \) obtained from experiment. In addition, the difference in the activation energy can be estimated to be of the order of about 10 kJ/mol. If we assume \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) = 0.200 \) for CO/Pt(110) the value of \( \kappa \) calculates to \( \kappa = 0.41 \) and results in \( \Delta E = 3 \) kJ/mol, i.e., both the Pt(100) and Pt(110) surface do not show a qualitative but only a quantitative difference that, however, is not very large. The second critical value is \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) = 0.375 \). This is somewhat smaller than the measured value of \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\text{CO, crit}) = 0.5 \), but both experimental values for Pt(110), \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\text{CO, crit}) = 0.2 \) and \( \Theta_A^{(2)}(\text{CO, crit}) = 0.5 \), are only determined with one significant figure and the quality of the fit can hardly be discussed. There is the possibility for an improvement in the values of the two critical coverages by generalizing the model and choosing instead of a single value (V) different values for the transition rates for the two transitions \( \alpha \beta \rightarrow \beta \beta \) and \( \alpha \beta \rightarrow \alpha \alpha \). This would lead to slightly different values for the critical coverages. To achieve this better fit one, however, requires the information on the critical coverages with an accuracy of at least two digits. This information is not available. This is why we have restricted our consideration to the basic questions concerning the mechanism of the reconstruction. But on the other hand our model gives the principal possibility to estimate the difference in the activation energies for the diffusion between the two surface phases. In experiment it should be very difficult or almost impossible to measure this value because this diffusion takes place only at the microscopic (i.e., atomic) length scale of the phase border. In the literature even the values determined for diffusion on a homogeneous surface phase vary by an order of magnitude [31] with the procedure of measurement. It would be interesting to compare our results with results of ab initio calculations for this process.

**C. Nucleation in the homogeneous phases**

As shown above the heterogeneous state can be described without considering the nucleation process. The latter is only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>400 K</th>
<th>500 K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) )</td>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I.** The assumed value of the critical A coverage \( \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \) for 400 K leads to the value of \( \kappa \) and the difference in the activation energy \( \Delta E \) for both directions of the A diffusion between the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) phase. This then can be used to calculate the values for a higher temperature of 500 K via Eq. (2).
necessary to create this heterogeneous state. But in the domain of the homogeneous phases for $\Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$ or $\Theta_A > \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa)$ the nucleation process is important to understand the critical surface activity and to explain the experimental results for the island growth rate obtained by Hopkinson et al. [14,15]. In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case $\Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$. In this case only the trivial solution $\theta = \psi = 0$ exists for $\gamma = 0$. A weak nucleation $\gamma \ll V$ creates a small induced solution $\theta_{\text{ind}}$ and $\psi_{\text{ind}}$. In order to obtain a simple analytical solution we use the linearized equations, i.e., for $\Theta_A = 0$ the homogeneous nucleation of $\beta$ defects gives rise to an induced $\beta$ phase coverage of

$$\Theta_{\beta}^{\text{ind}} = \theta_{\text{ind}} = \frac{\gamma}{V}.$$ 

The amplification in the creation of the $\beta$ phase due to the presence of $\alpha$ can be expressed via the effective nucleation rate $\gamma_{\text{eff}}$ given by

$$\gamma_{\text{eff}} = \Theta_{\alpha}^{\text{ind}} V = \theta_{\text{ind}} V. \quad (11)$$

The amplification calculates to

$$\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma = 1 \left( 1 + (1 - e) \left( 2 \left[ 1 - \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \right]^2 - 1 \right) \right) / \left( 1 - 2 (1 - e) \left[ \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa) \right]^2 \right), \quad (12)$$

with

$$e = 1 - \Theta_A / \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa). \quad (13)$$

This results in a singularity of the effective nucleation rate for $e \rightarrow 0$. For $\Theta_A = 0$ ($e = 1$) $\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma = 1$ holds. In the approximation with the linearization with formally $\gamma \rightarrow 0$ the local $\alpha$ coverage on the $\alpha$ phase $\Theta_A^{(\alpha)}$ is equal to the global $\alpha$ coverage $\Theta_A$. Because of finite values $\gamma > 0$

$$e = 1 - \Theta_A^{(\alpha)} / \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$$

should be used instead of Eq. (13) in the simulation.

Let us now shortly compare our model system with the model systems in the field of ferromagnetism, although the corresponding parameter actually is a vector. The critical point divides the paramagnetic domain (no magnetization, $M = 0$) from the ferromagnetic domain (spontaneous magnetization, $M \neq 0$). In our model there exist two critical values with a similar character. The first one $\Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$ divides the domain of the homogeneous $\alpha$ phase ($\Theta_\beta = 0$) from the heterogeneous stable state ($\Theta_\beta \neq 0$). The second one $\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa)$ separates the heterogeneous state and the homogeneous $\beta$ phase ($\Theta_\alpha = 0$). In the paramagnetic domain a weak external field creates the magnetization, and the ratio of these, the susceptibility, diverges at the critical point. In our model the nucleation as a weak internal process corresponds to the external field and the ratio $\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma$ in Eq. (12) corresponds to the susceptibility.

We therefore have a system with two critical points (for $\kappa > 0$) each exhibiting a phase transition of second order, i.e., the phase coverages vary continuously at the critical points.

Furthermore, the effective nucleation rate [Eq. (12)] corresponds to a susceptibility that is typical for second-order phase transitions. For $\kappa = 0$ the two critical points coincide. In the physically irrelevant interval $-1 < \kappa < 0$ the phase transition is of first order. This can easily be seen from Eqs. (8) and (9) because now the upper critical value for the stability of the $\alpha$ phase, $\Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$, lies above the lower critical value for the stability of the $\beta$ phase, $\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa)$. This then leads to hysteresis phenomena in MC simulations for $\kappa < 0$.

In the interval $\Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$ some special properties exist. The nucleation in a homogeneous $\alpha$ phase induces the $\beta$ defects that are necessary for the growth of the $\beta$ phase. The coverage of these defects is given by $\Theta_A^{(\beta)} = \Theta_A / \theta_{\text{ind}}$ and therefore

$$\Theta_A^{(\beta)} = \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \frac{1 - e}{1 - e \left( 1 - 2 \left[ 1 - \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa) \right]^2 \right)}. \quad (15)$$

The local coverage on the $\beta$ phase increases monotonically and reaches its maximum $\Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa)$ at the critical point ($e = 0$). For larger coverages dynamically stable islands of both phases exist with constant local $\alpha$ coverages, i.e., the condition for the phase transition at $\Theta_A = \Theta_A^{(1)}(\kappa)$ is that the local $\alpha$ coverage on the $\beta$ defects in the $\alpha$ phase created via homogeneous nucleation reaches a threshold coverage $\Theta_A^{(\beta)} > \Theta_A^{(2)}(\kappa)$, which is sufficient to induce the phase transition.

In the theory of phase transitions the MF approximation generally can only give the classic power law $e^{-x}$ with $x = 1$ [see Eq. (12)]. Fluctuations, however, give rise to deviations of this power law. This can easily be shown via simulations of the present model system.

V. SIMULATION

A. Simulation without nucleation, $\gamma = 0$

In general, we use the artificial heterogeneous state with an equal amount of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phase distributed randomly over the lattice as the initial condition and therefore can neglect the nucleation process. Very surprisingly (at least for us), the simulation confirms the critical values, the validity of Eq. (10) as well as the values of the local coverages within an error of $O(V/D)$. The agreement also holds for the simulation with a homogeneous $\alpha$ or $\beta$ phase as the initial condition with consideration of the nucleation (see below).

In Figs. 1 and 2 the homogeneous $\alpha$ phase with a small $\beta$ nucleus is chosen as the initial lattice condition for a clear presentation of the results. As can be clearly seen, the $\alpha$ particles are trapped on the initial nucleus of the $\beta$ phase that in turn starts to grow to a certain size that depends on the total $\alpha$ coverage. The local $\alpha$ coverages on the individual phases are independent of the total $\alpha$ coverage. The $\beta$ phase grows until saturation is obtained, i.e., until the ratio of the phase coverages corresponds to Eq. (10), because the probability to find $\alpha$ directly at the phase border does not lead to further growth of one or the other phase. It is important to note that the snapshots in Fig. 2 of the lattice are taken at short simulation times and do not show any segregation phe-
nomina. For longer simulation times the compact structures of the individual surface phases will dissolve and cover the whole lattice (see Fig. 1). We here only show the compact structures at the beginning of the simulation for reasons of better comparison.

B. Simulation with nucleation, $\gamma \neq 0$

Now we consider the homogeneous phase nucleation. This enables us to study the system in the whole parameter interval of the total A coverage $\Theta_A$ because in the interval of the former homogeneous $\alpha$ or $\beta$ phase the nucleation creates small nuclei of the $\beta$ or $\alpha$ phase, respectively.

In Fig. 3 the phase diagram of our model system is shown. The coverage of the $\beta$ phase $\Theta_\beta$ and the local A coverages on the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phase are shown as a function of the total A coverage $\Theta_A$. The lines give the results for different values of the parameter $\kappa$ for the diffusion asymmetry with $\kappa=0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,$ and 0.8 for lines 1–5, respectively. These are obtained from individual simulation runs for total A coverages in $\Theta_A \in [0.005, 0.55]$ with step $\Delta \Theta_A = 0.005$. Because the variations of the results are very small in the domain of the heterogeneous stable state, i.e., outside the domains I and II, we only show the lines without error bars. The simulations with nucleation somewhat extend the result given by Eq. (10) that only gives the phase coverages and the interval of the total A coverage $\Theta_A$, where the heterogeneous state is stable even without nucleation. These results are shown by the squares and circles for the local A coverages on the $\beta$ and $\alpha$ phase, respectively. As can be seen, the error of the MF approximation is very small. Even in domains I and II the error of Eq. (15) is only about 10%. One very interesting aspect is that the lines of the $\beta$ phase coverage cross each other at $\Theta_A = 0.3$ with $\Theta_\alpha \approx \Theta_\beta = 0.5$. This is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of $\Theta_{CO} = 0.3$ determined by Thiel et al. [3] for which the reconstructed and nonreconstructed phases are energetically equivalent and both phases have similar coverages. The domains I and II correspond to the domain of the homogeneous $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phase, respectively, if nucleation would not be considered. In these domains the density of the small defect islands due to nucleation is small and statistical fluctuations are rather large. The size of these fluctuations can be seen in Fig. 4, where the effective nucleation rate is shown as a function of the local A coverage on the $\alpha$ phase for different values of $\kappa$. In this case the error of the MF approximation is quite large. This can be seen for $\kappa = 0$ where MF predicts much lower values than the correct simulation results.

The results for different values of $\kappa$ can be fitted with $\gamma/\gamma_{at} = c \kappa^{\delta}$. The mean value of the constant parameter $c$ is $c = 0.97 \pm 0.02$. Therefore we can use $c = 1$ as an approximation. The exponent $\delta$ shows a distinct dependence on the parameter $\kappa$ and can be given by

$$\delta = \delta(\kappa) \approx a_0 + a_1 \kappa,$$

with $a_0 = 1.29 \pm 0.02$ and $a_1 = 0.39 \pm 0.04$. The simulation results for different values of $\kappa$ are summarized in Fig. 5. This renders possible a quantitative comparison with the experimental results [14, 15] for the island growth rate of the $1 \times 1$ ($\beta$) phase on Pt(100).

(i) In Fig. 2 of Ref. [14] the island growth rate is shown as a function of the local CO coverage on the $hext$ phase. In this
figure the island growth rate has been measured up to a maximum local CO coverage of $\Theta^{(hex)}_{\text{CO,max}} = 0.03$ and increases nonlinearly in very good agreement with Fig. 4 in our present paper. Comparing these two figures we assume that the critical CO coverage in the experiments by Hopkinson et al. [14,15], which have been performed at temperatures around 400 K should be slightly larger than the maximum of the local CO coverage determined in the experiment $\Theta^{(hex)}_{\text{CO,crit}} < \Theta^{(hex)}_{\text{CO,max}} = 0.03$.

(ii) In the interpretation of the experimental results the growth rate has been fitted as a very nonlinear function of the very local adsorbate coverage, i.e., only the presence or absence of adsorbate particles directly at the phase border determines the evolution of the individual surface phase islands. In this context, it is important to note that both processes the nucleation and the separation of surface phases of the reconstructed (a) or nonreconstructed (b) surface, respectively. These defects can be hindered compared to jumps in the reverse direction. This nonlinear fit procedure the largest values of the growth rate ($r_g$ or $\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma$) dominate the value of the exponent $\nu$. This is the basic reason for the apparent temperature dependence of the growth rate in Refs. [14,15] where the exponent $\nu$ has been determined to 3.9, 4.7, 5.4, and 5.8 at 380 K, 390 K, 400 K, and 410 K, respectively, because for the higher temperature values larger local CO coverages and larger island growth rates have been used in the fit procedure. These exponents are combined to $\nu = 4.5 \pm 0.4$ because the temperature dependence was deemed not to be significant within experimental error.

(c) The fit to a nonlinear function in the local CO coverage as well as the mathematical modeling for the macroscopic kinetics using this nonlinear function can be performed. But the microscopic interpretation that 4–5 CO molecules are necessary in a concerted reaction step to induce the $\text{hex} \rightarrow 1 \times 1$ transition and therefore the conclusion that the microscopic island growth is also a strongly nonlinear phenomenon is not acceptable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our model is able to explain the most important phenomena such as the island growth rate and the existence of critical adsorbate coverages that have been observed in experiments investigating the reconstruction of the Pt(100) and Pt(110) single crystal surfaces. The basic mechanism is identical on both surfaces, but a relatively small quantitative difference in the activation energy of the adsorbate surface diffusion for jumps from one surface phase to the other leads to a very different behavior.

Homogeneous surface phase nucleation creates small phase defects due to thermal fluctuations in otherwise homogeneous surface phases of the reconstructed (a) or nonreconstructed (b) surface, respectively. These defects can grow or decline in dependence of the very local adsorbate coverage, i.e., only the presence or absence of adsorbate particles directly at the phase border determines the evolution of the individual surface phase islands. In this context, it is important to note that both processes the nucleation and the phase border propagation show linear kinetics on the macroscopic (atomic) length scale, which give rise to nonlinear phenomena in the macroscopic island growth rate. The homogeneous nucleation in combination with the island growth via phase border propagation is the basic underlying mechanism of surface reconstruction. The difference in the adsorption energy on the a and b surface phase leads to an asymmetry in the adsorbate diffusion. The adsorbate particles are trapped on the b phase, i.e., jumps from the b to the a phase are hindered compared to jumps in the reverse direction. This leads to two critical adsorbate coverages $\Theta_A^{(1)}$ and $\Theta_A^{(2)}$ that our model can give exponents of $\nu \approx 4–10$ [see point (b) below]. But some remarks have to be mentioned.

(a) This nonlinear fit to $r_g \propto [\Theta^{(hex)}_{\text{CO}}]^{\nu}$ in Refs. [14,15] or to $\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma \propto [\Theta^{(a)}_A]^{\nu}$ in the present study is certainly feasible but as has been shown above the study of the dependence on $\nu$ is the more correct approach than of the dependence on the local CO (A) coverage.

(b) In the nonlinear fit procedure the largest values of the growth rate ($r_g$ or $\gamma_{\text{eff}} / \gamma$) dominate the value of the exponent $\nu$. This is the basic reason for the apparent temperature dependence of the growth rate in Refs. [14,15] where the exponent $\nu$ has been determined to 3.9, 4.7, 5.4, and 5.8 at 380 K, 390 K, 400 K, and 410 K, respectively, because for the higher temperature values larger local CO coverages and larger island growth rates have been used in the fit procedure. These exponents are combined to $\nu = 4.5 \pm 0.4$ because the temperature dependence was deemed not to be significant within experimental error.

(c) The fit to a nonlinear function in the local CO coverage as well as the mathematical modeling for the macroscopic kinetics using this nonlinear function can be performed. But the microscopic interpretation that 4–5 CO molecules are necessary in a concerted reaction step to induce the $\text{hex} \rightarrow 1 \times 1$ transition and therefore the conclusion that the microscopic island growth is also a strongly nonlinear phenomenon is not acceptable.
determine the stability of the individual phases. For $\Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(1)}$ the $\alpha$ phase and for $\Theta_A > \Theta_A^{(2)}$ the $\beta$ is stable. A dynamically stable heterogeneous state exists for $\Theta_A^{(1)} < \Theta_A < \Theta_A^{(2)}$. In this interval the local adsorbate coverages are independent of the total adsorbate coverage and only the amount of the individual phases varies. Both phase transitions occurring at these critical values are of second order. The diffusion asymmetry can be expressed via an additional parameter $\kappa$. It is only the value of $\kappa$ that determines the critical values $\Theta_A^{(1)}$ and $\Theta_A^{(2)}$, i.e., the difference in the value of $\kappa$ is the reason for different quantitative behavior of the surface reconstruction on Pt(100) and Pt(110).
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